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Prosthetic LCD
• Major threat prompted unprecedented reaction
from the O&P community
• Providers and patients worked together on a
policy issue like never before
• Strong grassroots engagement through Amputee
Coalition, but also rank and file amputees
• White House “We the People” Petition helped
galvanize support and channeled outrage of
110,000 signatories
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Response to Collective Advocacy
• CMS will not finalize LCD at this time (but CMS
did not rescind the draft LCD as requested)
• CMS will convene a federal employee work
group soon that will craft a “consensus statement”
on LLP coverage and solicit public comments.
• Two options:
– CMS can issue an National Coverage Determination
– Or submit a report to DME MACs and work with them
to improve the LCD
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Next Steps on LCD Advocacy
• Meeting planned between Alliance and CMS to discuss
process and substance of policy
• CMS sending signals that it may follow approach of its
Decision Memo issued in 2005 on Mobility Assistance
Equipment
• This equated to publication of an NCD
• Pros and cons to this approach
• Legislative and regulatory advocacy will continue to be
necessary in 2016 on this topic
– Including Congressional hearing, a possible moratorium, or
restrictions in funding to implement LCD.
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Medicare Audits and Appeals
• Most recent spending bill provides $20 million to help
reduce the million case ALJ backlog
• Every 8 weeks, OMHA gets enough appeals to keep ALJs
busy for one year
• RACs coming on-line again will exacerbate the problem
• Question as to the impact of Prior Authorization on:
– Access to prosthetic care
– Number of appealable denials of claims

• Senate Finance Committee interested in advancing
legislation on Medicare audit and appeal reforms
• Medicare O&P Improvement Act provisions have gotten
traction in a “Discussion Draft”
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Discussion Draft and O&P
• Not all provisions in the AFIRM Act and the
discussion draft are favorable to providers
• O&P Provisions in the Draft Legislation:
– Recognizes O&P practitioner’s clinical documentation
as part of the medical record
– Explicitly permits Secretary to use “clinical inference”
and “clinical judgment” in deciding Medicare cases
– Separates DME from O&P by creating a new section
in Medicare regulations for O&P care
– Defines “orthotist” and “prosthetist” consistent with
BIPA Section 427
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Discussion Draft (cont.)
• Treats O&P practitioners like physicians for
purposes of providing OTS orthotics while
patient is being seen for custom O&P care
• Clarifies the definition of “minimal selfadjustment” of OTS orthotics to mean orthoses
adjusted “by that patient (and not by any other
person)”
– This language is also included in Congressman
Price’s legislation in the House as well as the
Medicare O&P Improvement Act.
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LCD Lessons for Today and Tomorrow!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patients Matter – Be Strong!
Confusion about authority of DME MACs vs. CMS
Listen to ALL the stakeholders
Press moves mountains
Know the rules (research/evidence required)
America loves an underdog

LCD Lessons for Today and Tomorrow!
•
•
•
•
•
•

A coordinated strategy is imperative
Know the data
Don’t be afraid to challenge
Count on old friends, AND welcome new friends
Beware the Congressional recess
United We Stand!

Looking Ahead
• Prior Authorization + LCD = Death Spiral
• OTS and other orthotics

